
Develop Young Horses Correctly with
Jay’s Jumping Exercises

Next up in Jay Duke's Virtual Lesson Subscription

Program bundle: Jumping Exercises for the Young Horse!

Subscribe Now

Developing a young horse’s con!dence and technique over fences is an essential
part of training. With his decades of experience training young jumpers into grand
prix stars and top hunters, Jay knows what kind of exercises help a young horse
learn correctly and produce results. He’s chosen four exercises for the "Jumping
Exercises for the Young Horse" lesson bundle that serve as the building blocks for
training a careful, con!dent, and correct young horse.

Download the bundle now and help the young horses in your barn reach their full
potential! The lesson bundles are a new element of Jay's innovative digital lesson
service and include monthly module bundles of specially-curated lessons
designed for speci!c stages of training. Lessons are delivered as a group in a
single e-mail and are ready to travel straight to the ring.

What you get: One-time send of four specially curated lessons connected to the
current month’s module theme. This month’s theme is “Jumping Exercises for the
Young Horse.” This module is ideal for the program with an up-and-coming
jumper string. Hurry! This bundle expires on June 30, 2019.

Pricing: $80 per bundle (four lessons)

Stay Tuned: Each month, Jay will release a new bundle, with themes ranging from
"Show Ring Refresh" to "Fine-Tune Your Hunter."

“I feel lucky to have worked with some of
the best trainers and riders in the world. In

turn, I have been able to train, ride, and
learn from some top horses. Because I hold

some of their wisdom, I feel that I should
make an e!ort to give back to the industry
that made my career. That is what inspired
the Jay Duke Virtual Lesson Subscription

Program.” ~ Jay Duke

Subscribe Today

Summer 2019 clinic
dates now available!

Jay's summer schedule has limited
openings for clinics throughout North
America.

A range of packages are available, from
single to four-day sessions, featuring
training that draws on three decades of
experience. Each clinic includes a
sampling of Jay's extensive library of
"at, gymnastic, and jumping exercises.

With extensive !rst-hand knowledge of
the jumping discipline, Jay customizes
his clinics to meet the needs of any
level horse and rider.

More Information on Booking your Jay Duke Clinic

View Jay Duke's
Lesson Library

Find Out More
About Jay Duke

Book A Clinic With
Jay Duke

Jay Duke Equestrian | JayDuke.com
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